The right seat size is important for you to be comfortably secure on your balance point. Some riders prefer
to be snug in their saddle, some riders like to have a little more room to move around in the seat.
If your seat is too small for you, you may cause your Horse discomfort and pain.
In case you are uncertain, check in with us and take a test ride:

Choose your saddle´s size based on your height, weight and leg length in combination with any preferences
you might have for snugness or a more *open* seat. Sizing is not an exact "science" based on micro
dimensions. If you are in between sizes as identified below and/or you carry your weight proportionately more
in your lower half, we generally recommend going to the next size up so you don´t feel restricted in any way.

14.5"  15" would be an
extremely small seat size
(suitable for a very small adult)
BUCK ROLLS shorten the seat by
approximately 1" and hold you tighter. The
balance point of each of our seats is so nicely
defined, BUCK ROLLS are not necessary for a
secure feeling. For other saddle models without
BUCK ROLLS, 14.5"155" would be suitable for
small adults.

13.5"  14" seats are possible only
for the BARREL RACER, the RANCH
VERSATILITY and the ROPER.
14.5" is a VERY small seat in our saddles,
suggested only for VERY small adults.
4`9 to 5`2 // 144 to 157 cm
95 to 120 lb // 43 to 54 kg
5`3 to 5`6 // 160 to 168 cm
120 to 140 lb // 54 to 64 kg

Saddle seat sizes are often confusing and
inconsistent because measurements points
differ between styles and traditional
methodologies`: Saddles are sometimes
measured from back of fork to top of cantle
instead of back of fork to rear of seat. Also, if
your saddle style´s fork leans forward, backward
or is built straight up, this can make an important
difference in the "measurement number".

5`4 to 5`10 // 163 to 178 cm
135 to 165 lb // 61 to 75 kg
5`5 to 6`10 // 165 to 188 cm
175 to 200 lb // 79 to 91 kg
5`6 to 6`6 // 168 to 198 cm
185 to 220 lb // 84 to 100 kg
In general, our sizes range from
15"17.5". If you desire a slightly larger
seat size than 17.5", please contact us at
saddles@naturalhorsemansaddles.com

You choose your fender length so your stirrups can be
the right length for you without too much or too little of
the fender adjustment straps left over. Sometimes you
might want your stirrups to hang longer for long trail
rides and shorter for challenging rides

Connect with us: We care about you and your Horse.
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